Temporary adaptations or new (virtual) reality? Applying to residency during a pandemic
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The COVID-19 pandemic has posed unique challenges for medical students and residency programs participating in the Canadian Resident Matching Service (CaRMS) 2021 and 2022 matches. Two cycles of interviews that would traditionally have been held in person have moved to an online format and visiting electives have been cancelled since March 2020.

For applicants this necessitates ranking programs to which they have had no prior in-person exposure. Factors such as support within the program and collegiality between faculty and residents are important and may be difficult to judge remotely (1). Applicants also place significant emphasis on their impression of the city and available leisure activities when choosing a program location (1). Many programs rely on visiting electives and in-person interviews to get to know applicants from other schools, with performance during electives being important for the selection process (2,3).

Programs across Canada and the United States have used a variety of methods to overcome these challenges and engage potential applicants. These include virtual open houses, online teaching sessions, one on one meetings with residents and program directors, virtual hospital tours and social media. The article by Niznick et al (4) in this issue of the Journal attempts to evaluate the efficacy of these adaptations. While all were ultimately felt to be effective by both applicants and program stakeholders, the largest proportion of responders found one on one virtual meetings and small group information sessions to be of value. This is not surprising, as modalities that allow for more personal interaction may be the closest alternative to creating the ties that would have been fostered during visiting electives.

The social media presence of residency programs has substantially grown since the start of the pandemic. Social media can be an easily accessible method to disseminate program related information, has been used to promote virtual open houses and information sessions (5), and may also act as a platform for applicants to connect with residents. Niznick et al show that, although not all programs used social media, most applicants perceived it as effective. One could argue that social media posts may reflect individual biases and do not always represent an accurate version of reality. Prospective applicants should be aware of this. Web based platforms such as the AFMC website, CaRMS program descriptions, and residency specific websites may be a
more objective resource for learning about a program but were under-utilized by the applicants in Niznick et al’s study; perhaps they lack the holistic and social touch that can be displayed on social media.

A longstanding criticism of the CaRMS selection process has been the lack of transparency in terms of how programs rank applicants (6). While Niznick et al. surveyed program stakeholders on what they perceived were effective strategies for medical students to get to know their program, they did not explore how programs used the information they obtained about the applicants. Were the interactions during virtual teaching sessions, open houses, one on one meetings, and social events consciously or subconsciously factored into the resident selection process? Are applicants at a disadvantage if they do not attend information sessions, socials, engage on social media, or if they do not reach out to residents or program directors for one-on-one meetings? It may also be important for programs to plan events around “zoom fatigue” (7,8) when considering how applicants participate in virtual sessions.

What does the future hold? It is very likely that the CaRMS R1 residency match will remain virtual in future years; it is a more equitable and inclusive option to traditional in-person interviews that allows students to apply to a greater number of programs (9) while being far more environmentally friendly. Visiting electives may return, although students will never be able to visit all programs and cities. Social media and virtual information sessions are not temporary adaptations but represent the new reality of the residency application process. The article by Niznick et al provides a wealth of information and ideas to Neurology programs and applicants on the efficacy of various strategies used in the first completely virtual CaRMS cycle. There is undoubtedly more to learn. It would be interesting to know if the opinion of the applicants regarding the effectiveness of these strategies has changed now that many of them are in Neurology residency programs; did some do a better job of reflecting reality than others? It would also be useful to understand in more depth what information candidates are looking for on social media and what they want out of information sessions. Regarding the programs, why do many still appear to favor in-person interviews? There is some evidence that programs may consider virtual interviews to be inferior for assessing candidate’s interpersonal skills (9). If this is true then why did 11 of 13 programs in Niznick et al’s study not change their interview
structure to better assess these skills? Is this evidence that the virtual interview format is less of an issue than initially thought, or is it instead evidence that programs did not (or did not have time to) adapt?

What should programs and applicants do going forward? Programs should prioritize one on one and small group session time for students from outside schools. Virtual mentorship opportunities may be another useful strategy (10). Virtual information sessions and hospital tours may increase the accessibility and transparency of programs and should continue even when visiting electives are again possible. There is likely to be heterogeneity between candidates in terms of their preferences for sources of information. Rather than taking a strictly evidence-based approach and trying to identify and focus only on “the best” strategies, programs should use as many strategies as possible and provide links between them. Applicants would do well to heed the advice of Mirian et al and develop an “actionable plan” for their evaluation of programs (11), taking advantage of and comparing as many sources of information as possible, including during the interviews. If applicants are concerned about their ability to satisfactorily present themselves in a virtual format (12) they may need to think of ways to do so. Finally, programs should be transparent and state whether representatives participating in virtual information sessions (of any kind) are also participants in their program’s CaRMS selection process.

Note on authors: AS and SB are first-year Neurology residents; TR is a fourth year medical student applying to Neurology; SL is the McGill Adult Neurology Program Director; FM is the McGill Adult Neurology Competency Committee Chair and previous Program Director.
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